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Instruments for environmental research

MC-100 Chlorophyll Concentration Meter

Application: The Chlorophyll Concentration Meter is used in research and teaching
applications to determine the chlorophyll concentration for plant nutrient status 
assessment, environmental stress impact, optimise harvest schedules and to evaluate 
efficacy of fertiliser treatments.

The meter measures the ratio of radiation transmittance from two wavelengths (red, 
strongly absorbed by chlorophyll, and near infrared, not absorbed by chlorophyll), 
making measurements non-destructive and nearly instantaneous (measurement time is 
less than 3 seconds). This facilitates rapid measurement of multiple leaves and monitoring 
of the same leaves over time.

Oxygen Sensors and Meters

Application: Ideally suited for the measurement of O2 in laboratory experiments,
monitoring gaseous O2 in indoor environments for climate control, monitoring of O2 
levels in compost piles and mine tailings, monitoring redox potential in soils, and 
determination of respiration rates through measurement of O2 consumption in sealed 
chambers or measurement of O2 gradients in soil/porous media.

There are 4 models available: 2 with thermistor based measurement and 2 with 
thermocouple, both have a fast response version.
Standard response versions: SO-110: (Thermistor), SO-210: (Thermocouple)
Fast response: SO-410: (Thermistor), SO-420: (Thermocouple)

Quantum Sensors and Meters

Application: The Apogee Quantum Sensors are used to measure incoming Photosynthetic 
Photon Flux Density (PPFD) in outdoor environments, greenhouses, growth chambers, 
and aquariums. 

The Original Quantum Sensors (SQ-100, SQ-200, SQ-300, and SQ-400 Series) are excellent 
for all light sources except most LEDs, where post-measurement correction factors need to 
be applied to achieve accurate readings. The SQ-300 series provide spatially-averaged
measurements, which are useful in settings where light is non-uniform.

The Full Spectrum Quantum Sensor (SQ-500 Series) is ideal for use under all light sources, 
including LEDs.

Silicon-cell Pyranometers and Meters

Application: The Apogee Instruments Silicon-cell Pyranometers are widely used in 
agricultural, ecological, and hydrological weather networks, and solar panel arrays to 
measure incoming short-wave radiation. They are widely installed as standard equipment 
on weather stations.

Base models: SP-110 and SP-230 
Amplified models: SP-212, SP-214 and SP-215 
Meter models: MP-100 and MP-200



Quantum Separate Sensors with Hand held Meters

Application: Measuring photosynthetically active radiation. The MQ series feature a hand 
held meter to display and store measurements with a separate sensor head connected by a 
lead. Used by gardeners, greenhouse managers, growth chamber users, and salt-water 
aquarists to measure Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) to ensure optimal 
specimen health. PAR, or Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density (PPFD), is the spectral 
range (wave band) of solar radiation from 400 to 700 nanometers that photosynthetic 
organisms are able to use in the process of photosynthesis. 

The sensor head features a fully potted, domed-shaped design making it fully waterproof, 
weatherproof and self-cleaning. The head can be held by hand, mounted to a leveling plate, 
or attached to an optional sensor wand for taking measurements in hard to reach places.

Six models are available for different applications:
MQ-100 (integrated sensor), MQ-200 (separated sensor), MQ-303 (separated line quantum 
3 sensors), MQ-306 (separated line quantum 6 sensors), MQ-301 (separated line quantum 
10 sensors) and the full spectrum sensor MQ-500.

Line Quantum Sensors

Application: Line Quantum Sensors measure a spatial average of Photosynthetically 
Active Radiation (PAR), or Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density (PPFD). The wavelength 
range from 400 to 700 nanometers is strongly correlated with plant growth.

The measurement of PAR can be used by gardeners, greenhouse managers, growth 
chamber users and salt-water aquarists to ensure optimal specimen health.

The sensor housing design features an integrated bubble level and is fully potted making 
the sensor weatherproof. 

6 models are available, with differing calibration options:
SQ-313 (3 sensor sun calibration), SQ-323 (3 sensor electric calibration), 
SQ-316 (6 sensor sun calibration), SQ-326 (6 sensor electric calibration), 
SQ-311 (10 sensor sun calibration) and SQ-321 (10 sensor electric calibration)

Instruments for environmental research

Thermopile Pyranometers

Application: An alternative to the Silicon-cell Pyranometers for short-wave radiation 
measurement, the Thermopile Pyranometers have been designed to optimise performance 
and price. 

Two models are available: the SP-510 (the upward-looking model) combines a Blackbody 
Thermopile detector and acrylic diffuser, and is a significant improvement when 
compared to the spectral response of Silicon-cell Pyranometers, but keeps the price close 
to that of Silicon-cell Pyranometers.

The SP-610 is the downward-looking model combining a Blackbody Thermopile detector 
and flat glass window. It performs similarly to domed downward looking Thermopile 
Pyranometers, but without the cost of the dome.



Instruments for environmental research

Field Spectroradiometers

Application: Field Spectroradiometers are used in the measurement of spectral output 
(energy flux density, photon flux density, or illuminance) of different radiation sources 
(often for plant or human lighting), and reflectance and transmittance measurements of 
natural and synthetic surfaces and materials (often plant leaves and canopies).

Field of View Options:
Three Field of View (FOV) options are available: 180° (hemispherical FOV for 
measurement of incoming radiation), 150° (wide FOV for measurement of reflected 
radiation), and 30° (narrow FOV for measurement of reflected radiation).

There are 2 models covering different wavelengths: SS-110 (340nm to 820nm)
and SS-210 (635nm to 1100nm)

Infrared Radiometers

Application: Infrared Radiometers are suitable for use in a variety of different 
applications, including measuring the plant canopy temperature for use in plant water 
status estimation, and terrestrial surface (soil, vegetation, water, snow) temperature 
measurement in energy balance studies.

Field of View Options:
Four Field Of View (FOV) options, including three circular
and one horizontal aperture. Custom FOVs available upon request.

Rugged Housing:
Anodised aluminium body with fully-potted electronics. The radiation shield reduces
thermal fluctuations.

High Speed Options:
Standard models (SI) have a response time of 0.6 seconds. New fast response models (SIF) 
have a 0.2 second response time.

Laboratory Spectroradiometers

Application: Laboratory Spectroradiometers are used in the measurements of spectral 
output (energy flux density, photon flux density, or illuminance) of radiation sources for 
plant or human lighting, reflectance and transmittance measurements of natural and 
synthetic surfaces and materials (often plant leaves and canopies), and absorptance 
measurements of chemical samples. 
Due to the design, these are also suitable for field measurements as they are small, light-
weight with a rugged housing and no moving parts. Power is supplied via a USB port on a 
laptop when undertaking mobile field measurements.

Three models are available, each offering different wavelength options:
PS-100: 350 to 1000 nm, 
PS-200: 300 to 850 nm, or 
PS-300: 300 to 1000 nm. 
All with calibrated wavelength ranges for irradiance measurements. 




